
Green Cell AD01P power adapter/inverter

 

Artikel 494618
Herstellernummer AD01P
Green Cell

  

Choose reliability
Green Cell PRO power supply unit is the most reliable source of power for your laptop. Made of top quality materials and electronic
circuits to make you sure that it will not fail at an important moment. The power supply unit is covered by a 3-year warranty.

PRO Series power supplies
The professional series PSUs are intended to be efficient and durable. They have been equipped with a full range of electronic
protections that provide accurate control of the charging parameters. They will charge your laptop not only quickly but also safely.

Unmatched durability
The well thought-out design and high quality of the components improve the durability of the charger. An additional mains filter filters
the voltage already at the input of the charger, and a larger radiator dissipates heat more efficiently so the charger does not get too
warm. All of this makes the PSU amazingly durable and ensures smooth operation for years.

How to choose the right PSU?
- Make sure that the PSU parameters marked as Output (voltage and current) match the Input parameters given on the bottom of the
laptop.
- Check if the shape and size of the plug are appropriate.

Functional and aesthetical
Green Cell PRO charger will work perfectly regardless of whether you need an extra charger, e.g. for the office or the old one has
broken down. The PSU comes complete with a matching power cord to ensure maximum ease of use. Top workmanship quality of
the charger is combined the modern and aesthetic appearance.

Fresh energy for your laptop
With a PRO Series charger your laptop will get a new lease of life and we will take care of the environment. Not only by designing
durable equipment ‘for years’ but also by promoting and funding recycling of electronic waste.
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Green Cell AD01P, Notebook, Indoor, 60 W, 19 V, 3.42 A, Over voltage, Short circuit

Green Cell AD01P. Purpose: Notebook, Power supply type: Indoor, Output power: 60 W. Product colour: Black. Sustainability
certificates: RoHS. Width: 116 mm, Depth: 52 mm, Height: 30 mm. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

 

Merkmale

  

Design

Product colour Black

 

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

 

Sustainability

Sustainability certificates RoHS

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 116 mm
Depth 52 mm
Height 30 mm
Weight 210 g

 

Features

Purpose Notebook
Power supply type Indoor
Output power 60 W
Output voltage 19 V
Output current 3.42 A
Power protection features Over voltage, Short circuit
Brand compatibility Acer
Compatibility Aspire 5741G 5742 5742G

E1-521 E1-531 E1-531G E1-570
E1-571 E1-571G

Certification CE

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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